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ABSTRACT 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network consisting of spatially distributed autonomous devices 

using sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions. Energy effectiveness is the main issue in 

wireless sensor networks. Therefore, to maximize network lifetime and achieve maximum reliability and 

scalability, routing techniques have been developed. LEACH is the conventional hierarchical clustering 

protocol widely used in WSNs. This paper studies the classification of WSN routing protocols and also 

highlights issues in LEACH protocol along with disadvantages. The main aim of this paper is to provide brief 

detail of some LEACH improved versions. Finally this paper compares some features of LEACH protocol 

variants.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has multiple nodes called sensors which are installed and set up in a particular 

area. Transceiver, processor, sensor, energy unit are main parts of a node. Wireless sensor network is actually a 

network of battery-powered, low-power, low-cost & multi-functional nodes called sensors. These sensors have 

the capability of Sensing, Computation & Communication. WSN have gained world-wide attention in recent 

years due to the advances made in wireless communication, information technologies and electronics field. A 

sensor node is no longer in use when its battery dies. So minimizing energy consumption is considered the major 

issue to enhance the network lifetime [1]. Every aspect of the node must be designed to be energy efficient. This 

enhances in general usefulness of the network. A sensor network typically consists of a large number of sensor 

nodes densely deployed in a region of interest, and one or more data sinks or base stations that are located close to 

or inside the sensing region. The sinks also serve as a gateway to outer networks, for example, the Internet. Figure 

1.1 represents a WSN.  
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Fig. 1: Wireless Sensor Network 

Wireless Sensor Network is a special kind of non-infrastructure networks capable of wireless communication 

having large number of low-cost sensor nodes with limited power and multi-functional capability [2].  

Wireless Sensor Networks are not centralized one as no static infrastructure exists. Peer-to-peer communication 

exists between nodes. Multi-hopping can cause a sensor node to communicate with a node that is not in radio 

range of each other via intermediate nodes. All the sensor nodes are grouped into clusters and the CH manage 

every other node in the cluster [3]. CH collects data from sensor nodes and delivers it to the sink. These CHs 

keep on rotating to maintain a stable network [4].  So WSN provides flexibility of adding or removing nodes in 

the network. The network can be divided into no. of clusters called clustering. In each cluster, one of the sensor 

nodes is elected as Cluster Head (CH) and the rest of the nodes act as Cluster Members (CM). All sensor nodes 

work in cooperation within each cluster to serve the request. Cluster head collects the data from its members and 

data aggregation is done by each cluster head to remove data redundancy and forwarded to the sink. 

Several researchers have evaluated and presented comparative analysis of WSN Routing protocols. Several 

conclusions have been drawn by evaluating the performance of routing protocols [5]. Low Energy Adaptive 

Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol is the first hierarchical cluster based routing protocol successfully used 

in the Wireless Sensor Networks. This paper are also provided the comparative analysis of various routing 

protocols along with the most energy efficient protocol (LEACH) and some improve versions of it. We analysis 

the different hierarchical routing protocols derived from LEACH. This paper highlighted issues and drawbacks 

of LEACH and discussed a comparative study of features and performance issues of all hierarchical protocols. 

In this paper, various enhancements used in the original LEACH protocol are examined. The basic operations, 

advantages and limitations of the modified LEACH algorithms are compared to identify the research issues to 

be solved and to give the suggestions for the future proposed routing algorithms of wireless networks based on 

LEACH algorithm. Main aim of our analysis is how these extended routing protocols work in order to increase 

the life time and how quality routing protocol is improved for the wireless sensor network.  This paper also 

highlights some of the issues faced by LEACH and also explains the some versions of LEACH. We 

comparisons the features and performance issues of each hierarchal routing protocol. 

 

II. CLASSIFICATION OF WSN ROUTING PROTOCOLS  

 

Different routing protocols are proposed for WSN taking into account the challenges that affect the performance 

of routing protocols resulting in overall WSN performance degradation. These protocols can be classified 

according to different parameters as depicted with the classification tree in Fig 2. 
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 Data-Centric Protocols 

 Hierarchical Protocols 

 Location- Based Protocols 

The following subsections are detailed description of this classification. 

 

Fig 2: Classification of Routing Protocols in WSN 

 

2.1 Data-Centric Protocol  

In many application of sensor network it is not feasible to have unique global identifier due to numerous nodes 

deployment. Due to this problem it is hard to select a particular set of nodes to be queried. Therefore data is 

usually sent from each sensor node within the deployment region with lot of redundancy. This is very wasteful 

in terms energy consumption. Routing protocols that will be able to select a set sensor nodes and use data 

aggregation during the relaying of data have been considered. This consideration has led to data centric 

protocols. Based on the data centric algorithm SPIN is the first protocol.  

 SPIN (Sensor protocol for information Negotiation) 

 Directed Diffusion 

 

2.2 Hierachical Protocol  

Scalability is the one of major design issue in the all network. A single-tier network can cause the gateway to 

overload with the increase in sensors density. Such overload might cause latency in communication and 

inadequate tracking of events. In addition, the single-gateway architecture is not scalable for a larger set of 

sensors covering a wider area of interest since the sensors are typically not capable of long-haul communication. 

The main aim of the hierarchical based routing is to efficiently maintain the energy consumption of the sensor 

nodes by involving them in multi hop communication within a particular cluster and performing the data 

aggregation and fusion in order to decrease the no of transmitted messages to the sink. LEACH is the first 

cluster based routing protocol for the sensor network. 

 Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) 

 TEEN (Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network 
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  APTEEN (Adaptive Threshold TEEN) 

 PEGASIS (Power efficient Gathering Sensor Information System) 

 

2.3 Location-Based Protocol 

Sensor nodes are addressed by mean of their locations. The distance between neighboring node can b estimated 

on the basic of incoming signal .Relative coordinates of neighboring can be obtained by exchanging such 

information between neighboring or by communication with the satellite using GPS. To save energy, some based 

schemes demand that nodes should go to sleep if there is no connectivity. 

 

III. LEACH PROTOCOL 

 

LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) is a routing protocol for wireless sensor networks. It is a 

hierarchical based protocol that is energy efficient as compared to traditional protocols. It’s the first network 

protocol which adopted hierarchical structure.  LEACH algorithm [6] is one of the most popular clustering 

algorithms proposed for wireless sensor networks because of its simplicity and effectiveness. LEACH uses 

rotation of cluster heads to balance network energy consumption. The operation of the LEACH is divided into a 

number of rounds. Each round includes a set-up and a steady phase. Clusters are organized in set-up phase while 

sensed data are transferred from sensors to cluster heads in steady phase. In LEACH, cluster heads are elected in 

a distributed manner and independent from each other. The role of cluster heads is to collect data from cluster 

members and to aggregate and forward them to the base station. In each round, nodes make their decision to be 

cluster heads by choosing a random number x which is a number between 0 and 1. A sensor decides to be a 

cluster head in a round if its generated random number is less than the below threshold [6]:  

. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                            

(1) 

Where, 

 P =  Desired cluster head percentage 

 r   = Current Round 

 G = Set of nodes which have not been cluster heads in 1/P rounds  

LEACH is a self-organizing, adaptive clustering protocol that uses randomization to distribute the energy load 

evenly among the sensors in the network. In LEACH, the nodes organize themselves into local clusters, with 

one node acting as the local base station or cluster-head. The cluster head nodes receive sensed data, aggregate 

the data to remove redundancy and fusion processes are carried out and data is send to the sink (or Base 

Station). So LEACH increases network lifetime by decreasing network energy consumption, and reducing 

number of communication messages by data aggregation and fusion. The process of formation of clusters in 

LEACH is shown in figure 3. 
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Fig 3: LEACH Protocol 

In order to achieve the design goal the key tasks performed by Leach are as follows [7]:  

1. Randomized rotation of the cluster heads and the corresponding clusters.  

2. Global communication reduction by the local compression.  

3. Localized co-ordination and control for cluster setup and operation.  

4. Low energy media access control.  

5. Application specific data processing.  

 

3.1 Disadvantages of LEACH Protocol  

There are some disadvantages of clustering also which are as follows [8]:  

 The spending of energy on cluster-heads has not been tackled because nodes will absorb with more 

calculation and communiqué of data to superior level.  

 In this clustering there is no real life situation but only an idyllic network is assumed.  

 Different clusters have load imbalance possibly.  

 The Overhead is not deemed which is related with the cluster-heads selection. 

 

IV. VARIANTS OF LEACH PROTOCOL 

 

There are some variants of LEACH Protocols in wireless sensor networks. 

a. LEACH-C (Centralized LEACH): 

 LEACH-C (Centralized Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) provides an efficient clustering design 

algorithm, in which an optimum cluster head is selected with minimization of data transmission energy between a 

cluster head and other nodes in a cluster. In LEACH-C, the base station receives information about residual node 

energy and node positions at the set up phase of each round. The received data can compute an average residual 

energy for all nodes. The nodes with less than average energy are excluded in selection of cluster heads. This 

protocol uses a centralized clustering algorithm and the same steady-state protocol as LEACH. During the set-up 

phase of LEACH-C, each node sends in- formation about its current location (possibly determined using a GPS 

receiver) and energy level to the Base Station [9][10]. 
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b.  LEACH-F (Fixed number of clusters):  

It is the modified version of LEACH protocol with fixed clusters and rotating cluster heads. A stable clusters and 

rotating cluster head concept is used by Leach-F in which cluster once formed is maintained stable throughout the 

network lifetime in order to avoid re-clustering. In Leach-F does not allow new nodes to be added to the system 

and do not adjust their behaviour based on nodes dying. Only the cluster head position is rotated among the nodes 

within the cluster. 

c. Enhanced-leach (E-LEACH): 

 E-LEACH IS based on LEACH protocol to balance the energy consumption of sensor nodes in order to solve 

the overload energy consumption problem. The E-LEACH adopts the same round concept with the original 

LEACH. In hierarchical routing protocols, the number of cluster-heads is a key factor that affects the 

performance of routing protocols. If the number of cluster-heads is less, each cluster-head needs to cover larger 

region, this will lead the problem that some cluster-members get far from their cluster-heads and consume much 

more energy. As the communication between cluster heads and the base station needs much more energy than 

common nodes, the excessive number of cluster-heads will increase the energy consumption of the whole 

network and shorten the network lifetime. Therefore, it is necessary to select optimal cluster head number to 

make the energy consumption minimum. In the E-LEACH minimum spanning tree between cluster heads is 

used, choose the cluster head which has largest residual energy as the root node [11]. 

 

Fig 4: LEACH-E Protocol 

d. LEACH-B (Balanced- LEACH):  

LEACH-B uses decentralized approach of cluster formation in which each sensor node knows about its own 

position and position of final destination irrespective of position of rest of the nodes in the network. LEACH-B 

works in three stages: Cluster head selection, Cluster formation and data transmission with multiple accesses. 

According to energy dissipated in the path between a node and final receiver, each node chooses its cluster head. 

LEACH-B has better energy efficiency than basic LEACH protocol [12]. 

e. Multi-hop leach (M-LEACH): 

In LEACH protocol the information is transmitted from cluster head (CH) to base station (BS) node through 

single hop communication no matter the distance between BS and CH. Energy consumption will be more if 

distance is far. This M-LEACH protocol modifies LEACH allowing sensor nodes to use multi-hop 

communication within the cluster in order to increase the energy efficiency of the protocol. This work extends 

the existing solutions by allowing multi-hop inter cluster communication in WSNs in which the direct 
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communication between CHs or the sink is not possible due to the distance between them. Thus, the main 

innovation of the solution proposed here is that the multi-hop approach is followed inside the cluster and outside 

the cluster. CHs can also perform data fusion to the data receive, allowing a reduction in the total transmitted 

and forwarded data in the network [13]. 

f. I-LEACH (Improved Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy): 

Detection of Twin nodes and assignment of Sub-Cluster Head (SCH) nodes are the two functions served by 

Improved-LEACH protocol. Randomly deployment of nodes results in high probability of two nodes located 

very close to each other called Twin nodes. It is necessary to keep one node sleep until the energy of another 

node depletes. Therefore I-LEACH has uniform distribution of cluster head so that it doesn’t run out of energy 

when longer distance transmission takes place. This protocol uses threshold approach for managing number of 

cluster members for each cluster head in the network at a time [14]. 

g. LEACH-A (ADVANCED LOW ENERGY ADAPTIVE CLUSTERING HIERARCHY): 

LEACH protocol has a problem that the cluster head node consumes more energy than normal nodes. 

Advanced-LEACH protocol, a heterogeneous protocol used to decrease probability of failure nodes and for 

extending the time interval before the death of the first node (called stability period). Each sensor knows the 

starting of each round using synchronized clock. Let n be the total number of nodes and m be the fraction of n 

that have energy more than other nodes called CGA nodes (nodes selected as gateways or cluster heads) [15]. 

h. V-LEACH (Vice Cluster Head Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy): 

In classical LEACH protocol, the cluster head node consumed more energy as compared to normal nodes in 

sending aggregated data to the base station (located far away). Therefore the cluster head node dies early and the 

whole cluster will become useless, results data loss [13] [16]. V-LEACH improves this drawback having vice-

cluster head in each cluster that takes the role of cluster head when cluster head dies. In this way, this protocol 

reduces overhead of selecting new cluster head each time when a cluster head dies and the data will always 

reach to the base station. Hence network lifetime increases. 

 

V. COMPARES THE FEATURES OF LEACH PROTOCOL AND ITS VARIANTS 

 

A brief comparison among LEACH protocol and its improved versions are shown in Table 1 given below. All 

these protocols have better performance than classical LEACH protocol. 
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TABLE 1: Performance Comparison Between LEACH Protocol Variants 

Clustering 

Routing 

Protocol 

Year Mobility Scalability 

Self 

organizati

on 

Distribute

d 

Hop 

Count 

Homogeneo

us 

LEACH 2002 Fixed BS Limited Yes Yes Single Hop Yes 

LEACH-C 2002 Fixed BS Good Yes No Single Hop Yes 

LEACH-F 2002 Fixed BS Limited No No Single Hop Yes 

LEACH-B 2003 Fixed BS Good Yes Yes Single Hop Yes 

LEACH-E 2007 Fixed BS Very Good Yes Yes Single Hop - 

LEACH-M 2008 
Mobile BS 

and Nodes 
Very Good Yes Yes Single Hop Yes 

I- LEACH 2009 Fixed BS Very Good Yes Yes Single Hop Yes 

LEACH-A 2010 Fixed BS Good Yes Yes Single Hop No 

V- LEACH 2013 Fixed BS Very Good Yes Yes Single Hop Yes 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we considered a well known protocol for WSNs called LEACH protocol, which is the first and the 

most important protocol in WSN which uses energy efficiently in the network has been the main issue in WSNs 

for prolonging lifetime of the network. LEACH has found one of the most energy efficient protocols used in 

WSN. In this study, LEACH protocol has been discussed with its drawbacks and how these drawbacks are 

overcome by its descendants. A brief study of various improved versions of LEACH protocol has been done in 

order to compare performance of these descendants with the classical LEACH. It is concluded from given study 

that for prolonging network lifetime of WSN, there is need to explore more robust, reliable and efficient 

protocols in future. 
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